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GENERATING 
BUSINESS 
THROUGH 

SOCIAL MEDIA



Welcome to my
easy system for

'Generating business
through social media '

So , what qualifies me to teach you?

By now you should already have a good presence on social media encouraging brand

awareness for your agency.  This booklet is designed to give you insights into the 'other

side of social media', which is all about using sponsored advertising for generating

business leads.

I am not just proficient in "social media" but I am also an estate agent, having worked
my way up from sales negotiator for Connells in 1987 to owner of my own multi-award
winning estate agency Sewell & Gardner which I later sold in 2014. I therefore totally

understand this industry and how to engage your clients. 
 

I now run digital marketing and build bespoke websites for estate agency clients
including Dawsons Property, Northfields Estates, The Property Academy, Agents Giving,
Maxine Lester Residential, Paramount Properties, Robinson Jackson, Jones Robinson,
amongst others.  In my spare time I write and mark Level 4 ARLA Propertymark exams
and sit on the Agents Giving Charity Board.  I have just been awarded 2 Exceptional

Supplier Awards at the EA Masters for Websites & Social Media.



Using Social Media in
Business

=BRAND
AWARENESS

=LEAD
GENERATION

Newsfeed
Posts

Community
interaction

Professional
networking

Sponsored
Ads

Subliminal
advertising



Who is your
Audience?

Consider all of your client types and the people with

whom you'd like to engage

THINK

A first time buyer

A family with young children

moving for schools

A professional couple 

An elderly couple downsizing

An HMO landlord

A person moving abroad for work



Understand your audience
with a PIXEL

A Facebook Pixel is a piece of coding that Facebook gives you in order to put on your own

website (or get your web developer to do this for you).  It will start to track all of the people

who visit your website and analyse them using information that Facebook or Instagram has

about them. It helps you to track conversions from your Facebook ads, optimise them, build

targeted audiences for future ads and help you to discover "lookalike"people.  Plus it

allows you to remarket to people who have already taken some kind of action on your

website, maybe visited a valuation page but not yet booked an appointment. 



Identify your Customer
AVATARS

An Avatar is a representation of a particular type of client. Identifying different Avatars from

within your audience can help you to create targeted advertisements. There are generic

Avatars that can be used for estate agents but in order to fully realise the potential within

your audience, it is important to analyse the data you already have access to that is specific

to your business.

 

For example, in order to target different Avatars, take a list of recent valuations and ask

valuer/s to identify any of the clients distinguishing features:

New to being a landlord

(deliberate/accidental)?

Let only/rent collection/managed?

How did they find you?

Did they see anyone else?

How knowledgeable about

legalities?

Do they own other properties?

Do they live nearby?

Previous tenancy issues?

Any exclusion criteria?

 

SALES LETTINGS
Moving motivation?

How did they find you?

Did they see anyone else?

Did they discuss hobbies/interests?

Anything mentioned that they

liked/disliked about the

property/neighbourhood?

Did they have children (ages)?

Did they have pets (type)?

Did they instruct you first/after?

Did they complete?

You can use this information to establish patterns or similarities within your audience and

then develop ways to target these groups specifically by describing these distinguishing

features to Facebook when creating an ad.



Identify your Customer
AVATARS

Seller new to the market First time buyer

Shopping around at multiple
agents?
Trolling online portals
Checking review sites
Seeking financial advice
 
 
 

Seller who has inherited this

property and never lived there

Landlord who has never 

rented a property before

and is a novice



Build your Ads
All Facebook Ads are broken down into three elements:

 
Campaigns 

These house all of your Ad Sets that share an objective;

 
Ad Sets 

These house all of your Ads that target the same audience characteristics;

 
Ads 

These are what is actually seen on social media and these can vary in

colour, copy, images, etc.



Build your Ads

OBJECTIVE
AUDIENCE

SCHEDULE BUDGET

DELIVERY
OPTIMISATION

AD



WEBSITE URL*

VALUATION
REQUEST

LANDING PAGE
EFFECTIVE?

Measure & Monitor
Facebook is able to measure a wide variety of metrics relating to your ad (reach,

engagement, clicks, etc...) however these can exist in a vacuum and unless used

effectively don't necessarily relate to the actual generation of leads. In order to ensure that

an ad is generating business, you need to be able to track the activity of your audience

from the ad all the way through to the ad objective, this will more effectively measure the

success of an ad as well as provide vital remarketing information.

 

For example, if you run an ad aiming to generate valuation bookings from potential

vendors you want to be able to track the potential vendor along the following flow chart:  

AD

PROPERTY
INSTRUCTION

SALE

WRONG
AUDIENCE?

FOLLOW UP?

*it is important that this website URL is only accessible directly from the ad in order to

ensure the data isn't skewed by alternative website traffic

REMARKET?

ONGOING
SOCIAL MEDIA
RELATIONSHIP



 
@jpgardnertweets

 
@jpg_digital_marketing

 
@jpgardnerassociates

Prefer someone
to help you?

 
Just get in touch!

www.jpgardner.com



Social Media Websites

"People don ’t care about your business .
They care about their problems .

Be the solution that they ’re looking for . "  
 

-  Melonie Dodaro


